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Abstract
Numerous aircraft development programs have suffered
cost and schedule delays due in part to unplanned rework
that occurred during integration and acceptance testing.
Many of the errors that required rework can be traced
back to inconsistencies between different specifications
and models developed by or for different disciplines and
suppliers early in the development process. We describe a
novel method for specifying and verifying complex con-
sistency properties between different kinds of models. This
method makes use of a gray-box model integration frame-
work and an SMT verification tool. We report on the ap-
plication of this method to one specific challenge problem,
verifying that a logical computer system architecture spec-
ified in AADL and a solid model specified in Creo together
satisfy a particular consistency property.

Keywords model consistency, virtual integration, model
integration, SMT, verification, defect detection

1. Introduction
Several aircraft development programs have suffered from
cost and schedule overruns due to unplanned rework late
in the project. Among the reasons cited for the A380 were
problems with design configuration management between
the different suppliers [1]. For the B787, delays during soft-
ware and system integration were cited [3]. Delays in soft-
ware and system integration were also cited as a problem
for the F-35 [13]. Studies of software failures have reported
that a significant proportion of defects are associated with
interfaces between modules or between requirements and
implementation rather than a design or coding error within
a single module [11, 18, 19]. The System Architecture Vir-
tual Integration (SAVI) project being conducted by a con-
sortium of civil aircraft manufacturers and suppliers has
identified verification of model consistency as a priority
need [12]. A key goal of the SAVI program is analysis of
models in early program phases to detect defects that cur-
rently remain latent until integration or acceptance testing,
which they have estimated could save $400M in an aircraft
development program [24].
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One approach to assure consistency between different
models is to define a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) and
then generate different kinds of models for different kinds
of analyses from a common specification. An example of
this is the SAE standard Architecture Analysis and Design
Language (AADL) for embedded computer system archi-
tectures. A variety of safety, security, performance, and be-
havioral models (and system integration and configuration
data) can be generated from a common AADL specifica-
tion. These models can then be analyzed by appropriate
back-end tools. This avoids the need to manually generate
these various models, which is what is done in the absence
of an appropriate DSL and tool set. More importantly, con-
sistency between these various models (and the integration
code and data) is built-in to the generators. All are gen-
erated from a common input AADL specification. A cor-
rectness property of the tools is that the generated models
(and integration code and data) are consistent with the input
AADL specification and with each other.

A DSL approach only works if a domain is sufficiently
bounded and understood to define such a DSL and widely
enough used to merit the investment. In contrast, vehicle
development is a multi-domain problem that involves com-
puter architecture, solid, control, fluid dynamics, electrical,
hydraulic, and many other kinds of models. In a study of
ground vehicle development, BAE identified dozens of dif-
ferent modeling languages and tools and a hundred differ-
ent developer roles [4]. The investment in legacy training,
tools, and models is enormous. It has been estimated that
the DoD has been spending billions of dollars annually on
modeling and simulation [15]. Autodesk alone reports in-
vesting about $250M annually in R&D in their tool domain
[2]. This paper deals with verifying consistency between
different models from different domains, and our approach
is based on the use of a model integration framework rather
than a new DSL.

One technology that can detect a class of inconsistencies
between models is type checking. Vehicles have been lost
due to a simple units mismatch [6]. We earlier reported
on a multi-view gray-box model integration framework
called FUSED that includes a powerful, extensible, abstract
type system [7]. In our own experience with a set of UAV
models, we found one case of units mismatch and one case
of frame-of-reference mismatch between different models.

However, type checking only detects one class of de-
fects. In this paper we report on an approach that allows us
to specify and verify consistency properties over the struc-
tures of different models. By model structure, we mean the
objects and relationships between objects declared by the
user in a model. Using the capabilities of our multi-view
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gray-box model integration framework, we provide the sys-
tem engineer with an abstract model structure type. This is
a graph structure in which nodes and edges are typed. A
structure for almost every kind of model can be represented
in this format at some level of abstraction. The mapping
from a specific model in a specific language to a graph that
abstractly represents the structure of that model is defined
when the modeling environment is initially integrated into
the framework.

The overall goal is illustrated in Figure 1. Given two
models that provide distinct views of a cyber-physical sys-
tem that are used for different engineering purposes, the
model integration framework can provide the system en-
gineer with a gray-box view of each as an abstract struc-
ture graph. These abstract structure graphs are then im-
ported into a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) en-
vironment. The SMT specification has “subscribe” state-
ments that direct the framework to import the two model
structure abstractions as a set of SMT declarations. The de-
sired consistency property is manually specified in the stan-
dard SMT-LIB language. The class of consistency proper-
ties that we explore in this paper has the form that there ex-
ists a mapping from one model structure to another model
structure that satisfies a set of typing and connectivity as-
sertions. Intuitively, the consistency property we verified
is that the processors, buses, devices, etc. specified in the
avionics model map to corresponding solid objects with
a corresponding connection topology. However, our long-
term goal is general methods for specifying and verifying a
broad class of complex consistency properties.

Examples of previous work to define and verify con-
sistency between different models are synchronization be-
tween UML models [9], treating multiple models as ex-
tended projections of a central common model [22], consis-
tency between different views and a base architecture [5],
and traceability between models[16]. All of these share cer-
tain similarities. The mappings between models are partial,
each may contain information that does not appear in and
cannot be generated from any of the other models. Most
use annotated graph representations of the static structure
of models and define mappings between such graphs. Our
approach does not require an expert in meta-modeling or
formal languages or the integration framework to explic-
itly specify particular transformations or mappings or trace
links between models. It uses concise specifications of de-
sired properties and applies verification technology that au-
tomatically checks for the existence of a satisfying map-
ping between models. Our approach does not require an
explicit single base architecture or common central view.
It assumes models are written in existing languages (nine
were used in an earlier series of UAV demonstrations[7]).

In the remainder of this paper, we will present the two
models in our challenge problem: an AADL model of the
logical software and hardware architecture for an aircraft
mission system; and a solid model of the boards, enclo-
sures, and cables for that system. We then present the SMT-
LIB specification for a desired consistency property and a
FUSED workflow specification that orchestrates the over-
all verification task. We conclude with lessons learned from
this exercise and the results of some synthetic benchmark-
ing experiments to assess scalability.

2. Models and Workflow
The two models that are to be verified consistent with each
other are a 3D solid model specified using the commercial
Creo (formerly ProE) tool and a logical avionics architec-
ture model specified in AADL. Consistency means the two
models satisfy a consistency property that we specify in the
SMT-LIB language, which is a third model. Finally, there
is a FUSED workflow specification that composes these
three models to automate the sequence of actions neces-
sary to perform the actual verification. FUSED workflows
are themselves models, and this workflow specification is
a fourth model. All of these models have an associated
modeling environment, which is a particular modeling lan-
guage supported by a particular toolset. These four environ-
ments are integrated into the FUSED multi-view gray-box
model integration framework, which is necessary to exe-
cute a workflow automatically.

2.1 Equipment Solid Model
Solid models are three dimensional geometric models
created by specifying 2D and 3D shapes and combining
them to form more complex shapes, parts, and assemblies.
Shapes (closed regions in 3D space) can be created by
applying operations such as extrusion and rotation to 2D
shapes. More complex shapes and parts can be specified
by applying constructive solid geometry operations such as
union, intersection and difference to simpler shapes. Ge-
ometric constraints can be specified to combine parts into
assemblies and to combine parts and assemblies into in-
creasingly more complex assemblies. A variety of proper-
ties can be specified for objects in the models, such as ma-
terial and surface appearance properties. Most tools allow
user-defined properties to be associated with solid objects.

Almost all the tools of which we are aware impose a
hierarchical containment structure on the solid objects in
a model. Every shape, part, and assembly (other than the
root) is uniquely contained in one other shape, part or
assembly. A containment tree view is provided to users to
facilitate model navigation and object selection. Geometric
constraints define relationships that may cut across this tree
structure to form general graphs of relationships between
solid objects. For example, parts in different subtrees can
be aligned or mated using geometric constraints. Geometric
constraints can create relationships between almost any
pair of nodes in the containment tree structure.

There are standard exchange formats for solid models
such as STEP and IGES, but model creation is done using
a GUI unique to each tool vendor. Most commercial ven-
dors provide a variety of solid model analysis capabilities,
for example mass properties and structural analyses. Most
tools provide an API for third-party tool developers.

Figure 2 is a rendering of the solid model for the simple
avionics system used in this study. We developed our own
solid model based on data sheets that could be downloaded
from vendors of ruggedized embedded electronics modules
and associated standards. Actual production models would
contain more detail than we were able to include in our
model, a subject to which we will return in the remarks
section. (At least one vendor we talked to could supply
detailed solid models, but only for purchased equipment
under an NDA.)
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Figure 1. The goal is to verify consistency properties between different kinds of models.

Figure 2. The 3D solid model shows enclosures, boards, and cables. Boards are inserted and cables connected by declaring
geometric constraints. Special tool plug-ins collect electrical and type data.

These assemblies would normally be located (using ad-
ditional geometric constraints) within an airframe solid
model. Given the effort involved, placing these assemblies
within an outer airframe model was not deemed significant
enough for this exercise because the consistency property
we used only applies to solid objects of particular types. We
specified types for the objects in our model using a user-
specified property, and only objects typed as devices, pro-
cessors, switches, enclosures, cables, etc. were referenced
by our consistency property.

Wiring harness design is a complex problem, e.g. rout-
ing, electromagnetics, reliability, installation, maintainabil-
ity. Special add-in tools are available for most commer-
cial solid modeling tools for the sub-domain of wiring har-
ness design and placement. These specialized wiring har-
ness add-ins capture electrical connectivity data and also
add geometric constraints to the model. There are thus re-
lationships between solid objects in the solid model that are
typed as electrical connections.
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We did not have a wiring harness add-in tool. We man-
ually drew cabling using our own geometric constraint pat-
tern to specify connections, shown in Figure 3. We added
user-defined properties to explicitly identify electrical con-
nections between solid objects. In our experiment we used
the latter to identify electrical connection relations between
solid objects (i.e. to strongly type certain relations between
solid objects as electrical connections). In practice this
could and should be done using only data that is already
available from a wiring harness add-in without any addi-
tional user input.

2.2 Avionics Architecture Model
AADL is an SAE standard language used to model soft-
ware and hardware architectures for embedded computer
systems [20]. Software objects such as subprograms, ob-
jects, threads, processes, partitions, etc. and hardware ob-
jects such as memories, devices, processors, buses, etc. can
be connected and bound to each other. There is a sophis-
ticated typing system with extension, generic, and refine-
ment capabilities. The language has a well-defined seman-
tics and a large set of standard properties to enable a va-
riety of analyses for performance, safety, security, behav-
ior, etc. Tools also exist to generate system integration code
and data (detailed specifications for individual components
that are being integrated are usually written in some other
suitable language, e.g. C, Ada, VHDL, SimuLink). The
language includes packaging and hierarchical structuring
features for components, data types, and connections. The
standard defines textual, graphical, and tool interchange
formats for AADL specifications.

We wrote our specification using the Open Source
AADL Tool Environment (OSATE) [21]. Figure 4 shows
three of the many diagrams from the graphical representa-
tion of the model. Hierarchical relationships are indicated
in this figure by dotted lines that show which of the lower
diagrams provides internal design detail for which boxes
in the upper diagram. (In the actual tool, buttons and clicks
are used to navigate up and down the design hierarchy be-
tween diagrams.) AADL specifications, in the graphical
view, have the boxes-and-arrows look-and-feel of many
modeling languages used in the computer field (but with
well-defined semantics that enable a variety of analysis
and generation tasks to be automated).

Figure 3. Connections are declared in the solid model us-
ing a geometric constraint pattern and properties on solids.

Figure 4. Three of the several diagrams in the graphical
view of the AADL model. The dotted lines indicate where
the lower diagrams show internal detail for boxes in the
upper diagram.

The boxes that represent hardware objects have been
shaded blue in the figure. AADL is a system language, and
software and hardware objects are mixed in various places
in a complex model. For example, in our model there is
a common hardware computing platform shared by multi-
ple hosted functions. Each hosted function consists of soft-
ware subsystems together with special hardware equipment
for that particular function, such as sensors. AADL is used
to specify an integrated system in which multiple hosted
functions are integrated onto the common computing plat-
form both by binding software elements and by connect-
ing specialized hardware. The overall hardware architec-
ture is typically not contained in a single diagram. The
hardware components are scattered among multiple spec-
ifications (typically developed by multiple suppliers) plus
integration specifications developed by the system integra-
tor.

An AADL specification is analogous to a set of class
declarations. For example, a declaration of a processor
called PowerPC is actually a specification for a class of
processors. Multiple instances can be created from this dec-
laration, for example by declaring multiple components of
this class inside another declaration. A model for a specific
system instance is obtained by “instantiating” a designated
root system declaration in the AADL specification. This
produces a data structure that has a specific set of instance
objects that represent a specific system.

2.3 FUSED Models and Workflows
One way to better coordinate multidisciplinary modeling is
to use an environment that supports capture of traceabil-
ity links between different models in an environment [17].
Some engineering workflows that involve different kinds of
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models can be automated using a black-box model integra-
tion framework [25, 10]. In a black-box model integration
framework, models are abstracted as functions from design
parameters to quality metrics that can be evaluated at de-
sign time. Model integration frameworks allow the specifi-
cation of “workflows” that automate engineering tasks that
involve multiple different kinds of models. For example, a
solid model can be “evaluated” to map choices of wingspan
to vehicle weight and moment of inertia, which can in turn
be used as input parameters of a dynamical systems model,
which can then be solved or simulated to obtain perfor-
mance metrics of interest to the engineer.

For our challenge problem, which requires a higher de-
gree of visibility into the models being integrated, we used
a prototype gray-box model integration framework called
FUSED [7]. Among the goals for FUSED are improved
specification and management of system (multimodel) con-
figurations and design trade spaces, automated inference
of traceability data from higher-level declarations of de-
pendencies between models, interoperation with multiple
model repositories and servers across multiple organiza-
tions, and more complex workflows such as combining
multiple design automation environments (e.g. trade space
visualization, multidisciplinary design optimization) with
system models that are themselves compositions of many
design models. Another example of a complex workflow is
the subject of this paper, the use of a gray-box structural ab-
straction viewpoint into models to support automated veri-
fication of complex consistency properties.

The type system we are developing in FUSED combines
concepts from programming language type systems (e.g.
type constructors, multiple inheritance, interfaces, gener-
ics) and ontologies (e.g. description logics). All of this is
done with the perspective that any single FUSED type is
just one possible abstract viewpoint of some aspect or ele-
ment of a model that has a more detailed and precise mean-
ing and structure in the semantics and type system of its
own language and modeling environment.

In the exercise reported here, several types play sev-
eral roles. Both the solid modeling and the logical architec-
ture modeling languages have their own type systems (e.g.
primitive types of surfaces and shapes, types of relations
such as part-of or electrical connection). At the FUSED
level in this exercise, these domain-specific type systems
are abstracted down to sets of enumeration literals (think
of abstracting all types in a software program down to a
list of class names). At the FUSED level in this exercise,
we also use a graph type whose nodes and elements are la-
beled with these domain-specific type names. For example,
the solid model is abstractly represented as a graph whose
node labels name types of solid shapes and whose edge la-
bels name types of solid relationships. (Inheritance in the
domain-specific type systems is currently abstractly repre-
sented by allowing nodes and edges to have multiple type
labels.)

The gray-box viewpoint used in this exercise could be
graphically examined and navigated using a FUSED GUI
by the engineer (who is developing the verification work-
flow specification). The nodes of the abstract model graph
(a FUSED type of thing) represent objects statically de-
clared in the model specification (e.g. component decla-
rations but not objects that would be dynamically created
during an execution or simulation of that model – those

Figure 5. One layout for the abstract architecture view.
Hardware objects are shaded blue, connection relations are
shaded green.

might appear in a different viewpoint). The edges of the
graph represent relationships between objects that exist in
a model. The nodes and edges are labeled with the names of
domain-specific types declared in the detailed models. Fig-
ure 5 shows a graphical view of the abstract structure graph
for the AADL model used in this exercise in which hard-
ware (versus software and system) nodes have been shaded
blue and connection (versus containment) edges have been
shaded green (shading is used here in liu of displaying lists
of domain-specific type labels).

The FUSED workflow used in this exercise is shown
in Figure 6. This specification identifies the desired solid
and architecture models and their configurations, specifies
that abstract structural views are published for these two
models and used to satisfy subscriptions (dependencies on
external data) within a specified SMT model, and specifies
that the SMT model is verified within the SMT modeling
environment. The SMT model contains the specification of
the consistency property to be verified.

2.4 SMT Consistency Property
The overall “proof structure” is to verify that a particular
consistency relationship exists between two abstractions of
the two models. The abstraction steps were done conven-
tionally and without any formal definition or verification
beyond strong typing of the data structures. The consis-
tency relation is typed subgraph isomorphism. This is cap-
tured as an SMT-LIB specification and verified using an
SMT checker.

Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) tools can deter-
mine whether a model, as the term “model” is used by for-
mal logicians in mathematics, exists for a specified set of
many-sorted first-order logic predicates over an available
set of theories [8]. The set of theories over which predicates
may range can vary from tool to tool, but almost all support
theories of integers, reals and arrays. SMT has been widely
applied to formally verify properties for software. In this
exercise SMT technology is applied for a novel purpose, to
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Figure 6. The FUSED workflow specification directs that abstract structural views be published by the solid and architecture
model and provided to the SMT model, which is then executed to verify the consistency property.

formally verify a consistency property between the abstract
structures of two different kinds of models. The consis-
tency property desired is written in the SMT-LIB language
by a subject matter expert familiar with this modeling and
verification technology.

Figure 7 shows a redacted version of the consistency
property specification used in this exercise. This can be
broadly divided into two sections, the declarations for the
abstract model structures to be checked and the declara-
tions for the consistency property itself.

The declarations for the two abstract model structures
are trivial for the SMT user. FUSED was built using lan-
guage extension technology from the University of Min-
nesota [23, 14]. This makes it easy to integrate new mod-
eling environments at a FUSED site. It also makes it easy
to layer carefully defined new features on top of any mod-
eling language at the time that modeling environment is
integrated into FUSED. For example, this can allow type
specification and checking not available in the original lan-
guage (e.g. units, frames of reference). In this exercise, we
layered a “subscribe” declaration on top of the SMT-LIB
language. This new declaration allows the SMT specifier to
identify data that is to be provided from an external source
as specified by the system engineer in a FUSED workflow
specification.

The FUSED framework will automatically perform type
checking and representation conversion as required and
expand the subscribe declarations into standard SMT-LIB
declarations before invoking SMT tools. In the SMT-LIB
language, nodes and types are declared as enumeration lit-
erals that are satisfied by an assignment of unique integers
to them. Nodes are typed by a predicate over nodes and
types. Edges are a predicate over pairs of nodes and an edge
type. Nodes and edges may have multiple types, e.g. inher-
itance or casting in the original modeling language.

The second part of the specification must be manually
written. This can be divided into two subparts. The first
subpart consists of predicates that identify the nodes and
edges (by type) for which a mapping must exist and specify
type compatibility rules between nodes and edges that are
mapped from one model to the other. The second subpart is
the declaration of an array that maps nodes from one model

to another plus a declaration that says this map must be a
subgraph isomorphism where the nodes and edges satisfy
the type compatibility rules.

The predicates that identify the types of nodes and edges
that must be mapped and the type compatibility rules need
to be modified for each new pair of models, but their struc-
ture is simple. The subgraph isomorphism declarations can
probably be reused for a different pair of models with mi-
nor modifications.

The consistency relation between the two abstractions
is typed subgraph isomorphism. Although theoretically
a computationally challenging problem, graph isomor-
phism has been well-studied, and reasonably scalable al-
gorithms exist. Adding the type compatibility constraints,
pre-filtering the abstract graphs to nodes and edges having
types of interest, and seeding with known mappings (e.g.
“assert avionics leftCabinet maps to solid leftEnclosure”)
should further simplify the problem.

Our choice of SMT for this specific consistency prop-
erty could reasonably be challenged as overkill. However,
our hypothesis is that a variety of complex properties may
emerge, and the number and nature of such properties is
still a research issue. We selected SMT because it is a pow-
erful general-purpose verification technology. A research
question is whether a many-sorted first-order logic over a
few fixed theories can easily express a wide class of useful
properties.

3. Results
SMT performance was surprisingly good. Our challenge
problem required about three dozen nodes and edges to be
mapped. Verifying satisfiability or unsatisfiability required
only a few seconds.

Most SMT tools provide their own languages and sup-
port unique features. There are multiple ways to encode
a problem, especially when the set of alternatives consid-
ered include tool-specific language features. For example,
some languages support special forms of declaration for
enumerations. We conducted some preliminary synthetic
benchmarking exercises, summarized in Figure 8, that both
scaled the size of the problem and experimented with dif-
ferent formulations. There were some surprises, e.g. the
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;; Subscribe to SMT declarations for elements of the abstract model graph type.
;; FUSED expands these to enumerations and functions for nodes, edges, and types.
(FUSED-subscribe Solid)
(FUSED-subscribe AADL)

(define-fun mapAADL ((ao AADL.Object)) Bool
;; return true if AADL.Object must have a mapping to a solid model object

))

(define-fun typeCompatible ((ao AADL.Object) (se Solid.Object)) Bool
;; return true if the avionics and solid object types are compatible

))

;; The model consistency property is true if a satisfying value for "map" exists.
(declare-fun map ()(Array AADL.Object Solid.Object))

;; The typed graph isomorphism property the map must satisfy.
;; For all avionics objects that must map to solid objects...
(assert (forall ((ao AADL.Object)) (=> (mapAADL ao)

(and
;; the map from avionics to solid model is 1-to-1
(forall ((aoB AADL.Object))

(=> (and (mapAADL aoB) (= (select map ao) (select map aoB))) (= ao aoB)))
;; if <ao,aoB> is an avionics edge that must map to a solid edge
;; then solid edge <map(ao), map(aoB)> with compatible type must exist
(let ((so (select map ao)))

(forall ((aoB AADL.Object))
(=> (and (AADL.attached ao aoB AADL.connection) (mapAADL aoB))

(Solid.attached so (select map aoB) Solid.Mate))))
;; avionics type of ao is compatible with solid type of map(ao)
(typeCompatible ao (select map ao))))))

Figure 7. A redacted SMT consistency property specification used in this exercise.

use of special enumeration declaration forms could be less
tractable than a more primitive declaration of literals plus a
series of uniqueness assertions. We hypothesize that further
experimentation in collaboration with practitioners skilled
in the art could significantly expand the size of problem
solvable. It is still an open question whether this can scale
to problems of real-world size, but even if not, SMT may
be useful to explore for consistency properties for which
efficient tailored verifiers should be developed.

For practical use, it is essential that the method pro-
vide clear and useful indicators of why two models are in-
consistent when the consistency property is unsatisfiable.
The feed-back provided by the SMT tool in our demo was
not directly useful when debugging model inconsistencies.
SMT tools will identify unsatisfiable cores in such cases,
but the output may in essence be the internal encoding,
and the core may be an arbitrarily large subset of the en-
tire specification. In our case, the tool would report that the
entire set of assertions was unsatisfiable. We know that our
SMT declarations of the abstract structure graphs are satis-
fiable in isolation. The unsatisfiabilities of interest are due
to the nonexistence of a satisfying solution for the map ar-
ray alone. It should be possible to use these properties to
obtain useful error reporting.

Fully detailed solid designs are much larger and more
complex than our model. Special-purpose add-in tools for
wiring harness design are typically used. It would be an in-
teresting future exercise to use a solid model with increased
fidelity and publish/subscribe the wiring harness electrical
analysis results view for use in consistency verification.

There are broader research questions that remain. How
can we better formalize and verify the abstraction relations
between the typed graphs and the detailed models? Can
this approach specify and verify a usefully broad range
of consistency properties that are effective in detecting de-
fects that occur in practice? (We hypothesize this exercise
could be adapted to any consistency property of the form
“there exists a mapping between typed graph abstractions
of model static structures that satisfies a set of properties.”)
Would applying these methods early in the process (for ex-
ample to preliminary design models) significantly reduce
defects that otherwise would remain latent until integration
or acceptance testing? To address these questions, we are
working to establish collaborations with developing orga-
nizations to perform studies using real-world models and
defect data.
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Figure 8. Initial synthetic benchmark results for various problem sizes and formulations were encouraging.
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